“A REPORT ON INTERACTION OF MENTORS WITH AIESEC INTERN”

OBJECTIVE - To discuss the know-how of teaching methodology at India and abroad as well as our engineering education system, Indo-western culture, career perspectives at abroad and some familiar one to one interaction.

On Friday, 19th August, 2016 an interactive session was accompanied of AIESEC interns with the mentorship team of Poornima Foundation hostels. Initially they discussed about their vision and mission of internship.

Ms. Toma (Egypt) & Mr. Rustam (Russia), AIESEC interns further added that it is every young person’s responsibility to take a positive role shaping the future of our planet. They believe every young person deserves the chance, and tools to fulfil their potential.

The session began with the achievers presenting in front of the mentors their learning from their respective areas and discussions followed by questions. Mentors put up the questions about job opportunities in abroad and they had also same question with the Indian market. They had also discussed about their examination and recruitment system and also discussed about the tradition and their culture which is totally different from the Indian culture and tradition. They had also discussed about the various organizations and their teaching methodology. The discussion was continued along with goals of Mentorship at Poornima Foundation.

Conclusion - The session was very effective, objective oriented and fascinating. At the end of session Mr. Amit Singh (Mentorship Incharge) concluded the whole session by appreciating the aspects being discussed and he also stated about the mechanism of Mentorship system at Poornima Foundation.

Venue - Conference Hall, PCE
Timing - 3:45 PM to 5:30 PM